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Abstract
We give a labeled characterization of barbed congruence in asynchronous calculus
which unlike previous characterizations does not use the matching construct In
absence of matching the observer cannot directly distinguish two names In asyn
chronous calculus the fact that two names are indistinguishable can be modeled
by means of Honda and Yoshidas notion of equator Our labeled characterization
is based on such a notion As an application of our theory we provide a fully ab
stract encoding wrt barbed congruence of external mobility communication of
free names in terms of internal mobility communication of private names
 Introduction
The calculus  is a calculus of mobile processes ie processes with
a dynamic linkage recon	guration Central to the calculus is the notion
of name Two processes sharing a name can use it to interact with each
other The interaction between two processes is synchronous ie the send
and receive events happen at the same time
On the other hand asynchronous communications are easier to implement
and closer to the communication primitives o
ered by available distributed
systems Honda and Tokoro  and independently Boudol  have intro
duced the asynchronous calculus in short 
a
 as a variant of calculus
where message emission is nonblocking The asynchronous calculus is a
very expressive fragment of calculus and it is at the core of highlevel con
current programming languages such as Pict 

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The theory of calculus is welldeveloped and focuses on bisimulation
based behavioral equivalences In the present document we investigate barbed
congruence  This equates processes that very roughly in all contexts give
rise to the same patterns of interactions The main inconvenience of barbed
congruence is that it uses quanti	cation over contexts in its de	nition and this
can make proofs of process equalities heavy For this reason it is important
to 	nd direct characterizations without context quanti	cation In presence
of matching a construct for testing equality between names barbed congru
ence coincides with the closure under substitutions of early bisimilarity on
image	nite processes  In the proof of the above characterization the
matching construct plays a central role This operator gives the observer the
capability of looking at the names emitted by the processes to ensure that
the labels of matching transitions are syntactically the same Unfortunately
the matching construct like testing equality between pointers in imperative
languages prevents many useful program optimizations and transformations
Also from a programming point of view the usefulness of matching is question
able So as already pointed out in the literature it would be interesting to 	nd
a direct characterization of barbed congruence in absence of matching The
challenge becomes particularly interesting in asynchronous calculus where
in absence of matching early bisimilarity is a congruence relation  and co
incides with ground late and open bisimilarities  This is strongly related
to the fact that in asynchronous calculus without matching the substitu
tion can be encoded upto barbed congruence in terms of restriction parallel
composition and a special process called equator 	rst de	ned by Honda and
Yoshida  as
Ea b
def
 ax bx j bx ax
If we denote with



a
the barbed congruence wrt 
a
contexts the following
law holds
Pf
b
cg



a
c Eb c j P  
Law  has already been proved with respect to the maximum sound the
ory  More recently Fournet and Gonthier have proved that in asynchro
nous calculus maximum sound theory and barbed congruence coincide 
Notice that the presence of either output pre	x or matching would invalidate
Law  As suggested by their name equators induce a sort of equivalence
relation over names The notion of equator is very close to that of fusion of
names introduced by Parrow and Victor in their Fusion calculus  Actually
these two concepts are more than similar in  we already showed that in
an asynchronous scenario it is possible to encode fusions in terms of equators
In this paper we show that the notion of equator can be successfully used
to provide a direct coinductive characterization of barbed congruence in asyn
chronous calculus in absence of matching Our characterization called syn

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onymous bisimilarity is a congruence relation and therefore does not have to
be closed under substitutions to yield barbed congruence Synonymous bisim
ilarity extends the notion of asynchronous ground bisimilarity introduced by
Amadio Castellani and Sangiorgi  Roughly synonymous bisimilarity co
incides with asynchronous ground bisimilarity when dealing with input and
silent moves but admits a more permissive behavior when dealing with output
actions More precisely it allows us to match output actions with the same
subject part but di
erent object parts by making the latter indistinguishable
We use the notion of equator to model the fact that two names cannot be
distinguished by the environment For simplicity we develop the theory for a
monadic calculus the generalization to the polyadic case is straightforward
As an application of our theory we give an encoding of external mobility
when communicating free names in terms of internal mobility  when
communicating private names We prove that this encoding is fullyabstract
with respect to barbed congruence So at least in an asynchronous scenario
we make precise Sangiorgis claim  that internal mobility is responsible for
the expressiveness of calculus
In this extended abstract proofs are just sketched detailed proofs can be
found in the full version of the paper 
Related works The works which are most closely related to ours are 
In  Boreale and Sangiorgi study barbed congruence in synchronous 
calculus with capability types and no matching Our characterization is much
simpler than that in  but the latter is more general because it can be applied
to several calculus languages although the authors say that the extension
to asynchronous calculus is not obvious In  Merro and Sangiorgi give
two direct characterizations of barbed congruence in L a variant of 
a
where
only the output capability of names may be transmitted ie the recipient of
a name may only use such name in output actions Also in this case our
characterization is simpler Finally in  Boreale introduces an encoding
of external mobility in terms of the internal one proving its adequacy wrt
barbed bisimilarity Our encoding is inspired by Boreales encoding Most of
the proof techniques presented here are inspired by those in 
 The asynchronous calculus
In this section the asynchronous calculus and its standard bisimulations will
be briey reviewed
Let N be a countable set of names and a b     x y range over it The
grammar of 
a
has operators of inaction input prex  asynchronous output 
parallel composition restriction and recursive denitions
P   j axP j ab j P j P j a P j Aa

     a
n

Each constant A has a unique de	ning equation of the form Aea
def
 P where

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ea  a

     a
n
 with the a
i
pairwise distinct and fnP   fa

     a
n
g In
a constant de	nition Aea
def
 P  all free occurrences of names of ea in P are
bound We use  for substitutions P is the result of applying  to P  with
the usual renaming convention to avoid captures Parallel composition has
the lowest precedence among the operators The labeled transition system is
the usual one in the early style  We also have a notion of structural con
gruence written  and de	ned as usual see  to ignore certain structural
di
erences between processes Transitions are of the form P

 P

 where
action  can be  interaction ab input ab free output and ab bound
output that is the emission of a private name b at a In these actions a is
the subject and b the object Free and bound names fn bn of actions and
processes are de	ned as usual Relation  is the reexive and transitive
closure of

 moreover

 stands for 

 and

 for

 if
    and for  if    
We focus on bisimulationbased behavioral equivalences precisely on barbed
congruence  It is wellknown that barbed congruence represents a uni
form mechanism for de	ning behavioral equivalence in any process calculus
possessing i an interaction relation the  steps in calculus modeling the
evolution of the system and ii an observability predicate which simply de
tects the possibility of performing some observable action In asynchronous
calculi it is natural to restrict the observation to the output commitments 
We write P 
a
if P can make an output action whose subject is a that is if
there exist P

 b such that P
ab
P

or P
ab
P

 We write P 	
a
if P  P

and P


a
 We recall that a context C
 is a process with exactly one hole
where a process may be plugged in
Denition  barbed bisimilarity and congruence Barbed bisimilar
ity  written 

 is the largest symmetric relation on calculus processes such
that P 

Q implies
i If P

P

then there exists Q

such that Q  Q

and P



Q


ii If P 
a
then Q 	
a

Let L be a set of processes in 
a
 and PQ  L We say that P and Q are
barbed congruent in L written P


L
Q if for each Lcontext C
 it holds
that CP  

CQ
The main inconvenience of barbed congruence is that it uses quanti	cation
over contexts in the de	nition and this can make proofs of process equalities
heavy For this reason it is important to 	nd labeled characterizations without
context quanti	cation
Denition  ground bisimilarities A symmetric relation S on terms
is an o bisimulation if P S Q P

P

  is not an input and bn fnQ 
 implies that there exists Q

such that Q
b
Q

and P

S Q



synchronous ground bisimilarity denoted by is the largest o bisimulation

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S such that P S Q and P
aw
P

 with w  fnP j Q implies that there
exists Q

such that Q
aw
Q

and P

S Q



asynchronous ground bisimilarity denoted by
a
 is the largest o bisimulation
S such that P S Q and P
aw
P

 with w  fnP j Q implies that there
exists Q

such that
i either Q
aw
Q

and P

S Q

ii or Q  Q

and P

S Q

j aw
We recall that in the asynchronous calculus without matching ground bisimi
larities coincide with early late and open bisimilarities  All these relations
are congruences and imply barbed congruence
 A labeled characterization in absence of matching
In this section we provide a direct coinductive characterization of barbed
congruence for the asynchronous calculus without matching This charac
terization generalizes the asynchronous ground bisimilarity by allowing us to
match under certain hypotheses output actions with the same subject part
and di
erent object part
The theory we are going to develop is based on a special process called
equator 	rst de	ned by Honda and Yoshida  as follows


Ea b
def
 ax bx j bx ax j Ea b
As suggested by their name equators induce a sort of equivalence relation
over names
Lemma 
i a Ea b



a
Eb b



a

ii Ea b



a
Eb a
iii c Ea c j Ec b



a
Ea b
Proof By exhibiting an appropriate synchronous or asynchronous ground
bisimulation Since both bisimularities imply barbed congruence we can con
clude 
Equators play a central role in the asynchronous calculus without match
ing As shown by the following Laws  and  they permit to equate output
processes emitting di
erent names along the same channel
ab j Eb c



a
ac j Eb c 
c ac j Ec b



a
ab 
The two laws above have already been proved in  and explain why in
absence of matching a characterization of barbed congruence must match

Equators were originally dened using replication instead of recursion
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output actions with the same subject part but di
erent object part Laws 
and  also suggest a natural candidate for a labeled characterization of barbed
congruence in 
a

Denition  synonymous bisimilarity A symmetric relation S on 
a

terms is a synonymous bisimulation if whenever P S Q the following holds
i If P

P

then there exists Q

such that Q  Q

and P

S Q

ii If P
aw
P

 with w  fnP j Q then there exists Q

such that
a either Q
aw
Q

and P

S Q

b or Q  Q

and P

S Q

j aw
iii If P
ab
P

then there exists Q

such that
a either Q
ac
Q

and for some w  fnP j Q it holds
Ew b jP

 S Ew c jQ


b or Q
aw
Q

 with w  fnP  and Ew b jP

 S Q

iv If P
aw
P

 with w  fnQ then there exists Q

such that
a either Q
aw
Q

and P

S Q

b or Q
ab
Q

 for some b and P

S Ew b jQ


We write P 
E
Q if P S Q for some synonymous bisimulation S
The only di
erence with respect to the asynchronous ground bisimilarity is
in the clauses for output actions where it is possible to send to the environment
di
erent names along the same channel In clause iiia for instance processes
P and Q may emit along a two names b and c To model the fact that b and c
cannot be distinguished by the environment the bisimulation game continues
on the derivatives in parallel with two equators Ew b and Ew c making b
and c equal to a fresh name w From the environment point of view it is
as if both processes P and Q had emitted the same fresh name w instead of
b and c We also allow the matching between free output actions and bound
output actions As in the previous case we need to record in the derivatives
that we are sending di
erent names We believe that when b  c clause iiia
can be optimized by avoiding to add the equators in the derivatives
The remainder of this section is devoted to prove that the relation 
E
is a
labeled characterization of barbed congruence in 
a

 
E
is contained in barbed congruence
We prove that 
E
is contained in barbed congruence by exploiting a composi
tional encoding 
 which is an homomorphism on all operators except output
for which we have
ab
def
 c ac j

E
b c

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where

E
b c
def
 bx cx j cx bx j

E
b c The process

E
a b is closely
related to Hondas equator Ea b It holds that Ea b 

E
a b
The encoding 
 is inspired by Boreales encoding of free outputs in terms
of bound outputs  We denote with P
a
the image of our encoding that is
the calculus obtained from 
a
by replacing in the syntax the output particle
ab with ab If P  P
a
then each derivative of P is still in P
a
 We write

A
to denote the variant of asynchronous ground bisimulation in which in
the asynchronous clause for input we replace in the requirement for the
derivatives the output particle aw with its translation aw We also write

A
to denote the expansion  version of 
A
 
A
re	nes 
A
by requiring that
if Q 
A
P  then all weak transitions in the behavior of P have at least as
many  moves as the corresponding weak transitions in the behavior of Q
The following lemma says that the new form of equator behaves as standard
equators
Lemma 
i a

E
a b 
A

E
b b 
A

ii

E
a b 

E
b a
iii c 

E
a c j

E
c b 

E
a b
Proof By exhibiting the appropriate expansions andor bisimulations In
part iii as for a similar result in  the proof requires upto context and
upto expansion techniques 
Notice that in part ii and iii instead of 
A
we have ground bisimilarity
Lemma 	 The relation 
A
is a congruence in P
a

Proof The proof that 
A
is preserved by restriction follows from the fact
that on P
a
processes output actions are always bound The proof that 
A
is
preserved by parallel composition is based on Lemma iii and details can
be found in  Note that in general to prove that a ground bisimulation is
preserved by parallel composition is quite dicult Our case is easier because
we consider P
a
processes The proof that 
A
is preserved by recursion does
not present particular problems The proof that 
A
is preserved by input
pre	xing follows from the fact that 
A
is a ground bisimulation and it is
trivially preserved by injective substitutions 
Now we investigate the encoding showing that as for Boreales encoding
there is an operational correspondence between processes P and P 
Lemma 

i For each process P  P
a
there exists a process P

 
a
st P

  P
ii For all processes P  
a
and all substitutions  it holds P  P 
Proof By structural induction 
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The following lemma shows a technical result which is fundamental for
proving the operational correspondence between processes P and P 
Lemma  If P  
a
then a 

E
a b j P  
A
P f
b
ag
Proof As for a similar result in  the proof is by structural induction on P
and uses Lemma  Details can be found in  
Lemma  Operational correspondence Let P be a process in 
a

i Suppose that P

 P

 Then we have
a if   ac then P 
ac
 
A
P


b if   ab then P 
ac
 
A


E
c b j P

 with c  fnP


c if   ab then P 
ac
 
A
b 

E
c b j P

 with c  fnP


d if    then P 

 
A
P


ii Suppose that P 

 P

 Then there exists P

 
a
st
a if   ac then
either P
ac
 P

 with P


A
P


or P  P

 with P


A
P

 j ac
b if   ac then
either P
ab
 P

 with c  fnP

 and P


A


E
c b j P


or P
ab
 P

 with c  fnP

 and P


A
b 

E
c b j P


c if    then P

 P

with P


A
P


Proof By transition induction The only subtle points arise in the proofs
of parts id and iic where also Lemma  is used Details can be found
in  
The following three lemmas will allow us to prove the desired soundness
result
Lemma 
i P  P

implies P  
A
P


ii P   P

implies that there is P

such that P  P

and P


A
P


iii P 	
a
i	 P  	
a

Proof Parts  and  are proven by induction on the number of  moves
by exploiting Lemma  Part iii is a consequence of parts i and ii and
Lemma  
Lemma  Let P and Q be two 
a
processes Then
P  

Q implies P 

Q
Proof We use Lemmas  and  and the fact that 
A



A
 

to prove
that the relation R  fPQ  P  

Qg is a barbed bisimulation 
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Lemma  Let P and Q be two 
a
processes
P 
E
Q implies P  
A
Q
Proof Using Lemmas  and  we show that the relation S  fP  Q 
P 
E
Qg is a 
A
bisimulation upto 
A
 Details can be found in  
Theorem  Soundness Let P and Q be two 
a
processes Then
P 
E
Q implies P



a
Q
Proof By Lemma  we have P  
A
Q By Lemma  P 


P
a
Q By
Lemmas  and i and the compositionality of 
 we have that P



a
Q


 Barbed congruence is contained in 
E
We prove that barbed congruence is contained in 
E
 Unlike the other charac
terizations of barbed congruence in the literature we do not need to close 
E
under substitutions and we do not need the matching construct for ensuring
that during the bisimulation game an output actions is matched with the
same output action Our notion of bisimulation allows us upto equators to
match output actions with the same subject part but di
erent object parts
In some sense here the role of the matching construct is played by the equa
tors added in the derivatives As usual the theorem is shown for the class of
image	nite processes to which most of the processes one would like to write
belong We recall that the class of imagenite processes is the largest subset
I of calculus processes which is derivation closed and such that P  I im
plies that for all  the set fP

 P

 P

g quotiented by alpha conversion
is 	nite First we show that synonymous bisimilarity satis	es Law 
Lemma  Let P be a 
a
process Then c Ec b j P  
E
Pf
b
cg
Proof By showing that S  fc Ec b j P  Pf
b
cg  P  
a
g  fEc b j
P  Ec b j Pf
b
cg  P  
a
g is a synonymous bisimulation 
The lemma below represents the core of the proof of completeness its proof
is a variant of that in  where no matching is used
Lemma  Let P and Q be two imagenite processes in 
a
 Then
If  R  
a
P jR 

Q jR then P 
E
Q
Proof Let 
E
be the variant of 
E
obtained by replacing

 with

 in
the hypothesis of each clause in De	nition  Let 

be the variant of 

obtained by replacing

 with

 and 
a
with 	
a
in the hypothesis of each
clause in De	nition  It holds that 
E

E
and 

 

 So we prove

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that
R
a
P j R 

Q j R  P 
E
Q
Let F be the monotone operator over PPrPr associated with the de	nition
of 
E
 Suppose 

E
 Pr  Pr 
k
E
 F
k
E
 and 

E

T
k

k
E
 On image
	nite lts the operator F preserves codirected sets In particular F

E
 

E

This means that on image 	nite processes 
E


E
 So more precisely we
prove that
R  
a
P j R 

Q j R implies that P 

E
Q
This will suce to conclude
We de	ne a collection of tests Rn L depending on n  	 and L a 	nite
set of channel names and show by induction on n that
L L

 L  fnP j Q L

 L such that L

P j Rn L 

L

P j
Rn L implies P 
n
E
Q If the property above holds then we can conclude
the proof by observing that
R
a
P j R 

Q j R implies L

P j Rn L 

L

Q j Rn L
for each n  	 with L  fnP j Q
and L

 
implies n  	 P 
n
E
Q
implies P 

E
Q
implies P 
E
Q
For de	ning the tests Rn L we introduce an internal choice operator 
This is a derived operator de	ned as follows
P

    P
n
def
 a aP

j    j aP
n
j a with a  fnP

j    j P
n

We suppose that the collection of channel names Ch has been partitioned
in two in	nite wellordered sets Ch

and Ch

 In the following we have
L

 L  Ch

 We also assume the sequences fb
n
 b

n
 n  	g  fc

n

n  	 
  f a a  a  Ch

gg of distinct names in Ch

 The test Rn L
is de	ned by induction on n as follows where we pick a

and a

to be the
	rst and the second name in the wellordered set Ch

n L When emitting or
receiving a name which is not in L we work up to injective substitution to
show that P 
n
E
Q The relation Rn L is de	ned as follows
R L  b

 b


Rn L  b
n
 b

n
for n  
c

n
 Rn  L
fc
a
n
 a

aa

j Rn  L  fa

g j a  Lg
fc
a
n
 ax Ea

 x j Rn  L  fa

g j a  Lg
The proof is by induction on n by using Lemma  Details can be found
in  

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Finally we prove that barbed congruence is contained in synonymous
bisimilarity
Theorem 	 Completeness Let P and Q be two image nite processes
in 
a
 Then
P



a
Q implies P 
E
Q
Proof The proof follows by Lemma  
 Encoding external mobility in terms of internal mo
bility
The mobility mechanism of calculus can be divided into internal mobility
and external mobility  The former arises when an input meets the output
of a private name the latter when an input meets the output of a free name
In  Sangiorgi introduces a subcalculus of  called I where only private
names may be emitted He also claims that internal mobility is responsible
for much of the expressiveness of the calculus whereas external mobility is
responsible for many of the semantic complications
In  Boreale shows that external mobility can be programmed via the
internal one He gives an encoding from 
a
to I which is adequate wrt
barbed bisimulation This result is not fully satisfactory because barbed bisim
ulation is an extremely coarse relation too coarse to be considered per se
as an important behavioral equivalence for instance it is not even preserved
by parallel composition Boreale leaves as an open problem whether the
encoding is fully abstract for some reasonable behavioral equivalence
Boreales encoding is composed by two encodings The former maps 
a
into L a variant of 
a
where only the output capability of names may be
transmitted  The latter maps L into I The adequacy of the whole
encoding is derived by proving the adequacy of the two encodings separately
Unfortunately as showed in  neither encoding is fully abstract wrt
barbed congruence
In Subsection  we have introduced an encoding 
 from 
a
to the asyn
chronous variant of I which is inspired by and generalizes Boreales second
encoding In this section we prove that 
 is fully abstract wrt barbed
congruence So at least in an asynchronous scenario we make precise and
validate Sangiorgis claim
The syntax of asynchronous I in short I
a
 has operators of inaction
input pre	x asynchronous bound output parallel composition restriction
and recursive de	nitions
P   j axP j b ab j P  j P j P j a P j Aa

     a
n

The lemma below will be crucial for proving the desired fullabstraction
result

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Lemma 	 Let P be a process in 
a
 Then
P 
E
P 
Proof The proof is by structural induction on P  The only interesting case
is when P  ab The proof follows by applying clause iiib or ivb of the
de	nition of synonymous bisimulation 
Theorem 	 Full abstraction of 
 Let P and Q be two processes in

a
 Then
P



a
Q i
 P 


I
a
Q
Proof  Since I
a
 P
a
it holds that P 


P
a
Q By Lemma  and
the compositionality of 
 we have that P



a
Q
 By Lemma  and Theorem  we have P 



a
Q Since I
a
 
a
it holds that P 


I
a
Q

The theorem above shows that in asynchronous calculus external mo
bility can be expressed in terms of internal mobility Note that the encoding
introduces divergence so by no means it should be regarded as an implemen
tation
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